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Dear Shareholders, Ladies & Gentlemen

stI warmly welcome you to the 61  Annual General 

Meeting of your Company on behalf of the Board of 

Directors, the Management and the Employees of the 

Company. 

I am sure that all of you have received and gone through 

the Annual Report for fiscal 2021. We have tried to lay 

out the business performance and outlook of the 

Company with an aim to help you in gaining a sense of 

the future direction in which the company is headed. 

With your kind permission, I take the Directors' Report 

and Audited Accounts for FY21 as read.

Before I take you through the key operating and financial 

highlights for the year, I hope that all of you are safe and 

have been taking adequate precautions to protect 

yourself and your family from the Covid-19 pandemic. 

The pandemic has caused significant disruption in 

manufacturing and trade and has resulted in increased 

uncertainty. However, we have taken all the necessary 

precautions and we restar ted to perform business 

activity smoothly. 

ECONOMIC  OUTLOOK

The global economy is estimated to have contracted by 

3.3% in 2020 due to the Covid-19 pandemic and 

subsequent strict and prolonged lockdown which led to 

sharp decline in trade and manufacturing activity and 

increase in unemployment levels. The pandemic 

disrupted the global supply chain, restricted cross 

border travel and brought the economy to a standstill. 

Governments across the world resorted to massive 

liquidity injection and unprecedented fiscal and 

monetary suppor t to mitigate the impact of the 

pandemic and revive the global growth engine. 

According to IMF estimates, global growth is projected 

to expand by 6.0% in 2021 led by increase in consumer 

spending and business confidence on the back of faster 

vaccine rollout and continued accommodative fiscal and 

monetary measures by policymakers across the world.

The Indian economy which was already reeling under the 

impact of a global slowdown amid trade war worries and 

Non-Banking Financial Companies (NBFC) crisis faced 

yet another setback due to the Covid-19 pandemic and 

contracted by 7.3% in FY21. After contracting in the first 

half of the fiscal year due to strict restrictive measures 

imposed to prevent the spread of infections, the 

economy managed to turn around in the second half led 

by resumption in economic activity and increased 

spending by the government. Recently, the government 

introduced the Production Linked Incentive (PLI) 

scheme to encourage investment in the manufacturing 

sector and to make the domestic manufacturing sector 

globally competitive, encourage exports and to bring 

down the import bills. According to Moody's estimates, 

India is expected to clock a growth rate of 9.3% in FY22 

despite the negative impact of second wave of pandemic 

on the back of favourable government policies and 

improving domestic and external demand.

The Indian engineering industry faced major headwinds 

due to the Covid-19 pandemic which brought the 

economy to a standstill. However, increased outlay for 

infrastructure sector by the government with a focus to 

revive the capex cycle and introduction of production 

linked incentive (PLI) schemes bodes well for the 

industry.



DIVIDEND

The Board of Directors of the Company has also 

recommended a dividend @ 20%, i.e., ̀  0.40 per share 

for its shareholders. We will continue to work towards 

getting maximum value for our shareholders in the 

coming years.

OUTLOOK

The second wave of Covid-19 pandemic led to the pause 

in economic revival as state governments reimposed 

partial lockdown. However, the Indian economy is in 

much better shape and well prepared to face the 

challenges on the back of faster roll-out of vaccination 

and supportive measures by the government. Going into 

the future, the Company remains confident on the 

prospects of the business owing to revival in the 

economy and core sectors to which the Company 

caters.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT 

I would like to express my gratitude towards our Board 

Members for their constant guidance and support in our 

pursuit of maximizing long-term shareholder value. I 

must acknowledge the significant contribution of our 

employees, customers and all stakeholders for their 

laudable efforts in maintain business continuity in this 

tough and uncertain environment. I am humbled by their 

determination to ensure normalcy in business 

operations and for their dedication and commitment 

towards the company's interest over their own.

As I close, I would like to take this opportunity to thank 

you all for your continuous support and faith in the 

company and its management. We shall endeavour to 

scale newer heights and accomplishment as we work 

towards transforming the Company.

Thank you for your attention!

PRAYASVIN PATEL

CHAIRMAN & MANAGING DIRECTOR

Date   :  06-08-2021
Place :  Vallabh Vidyanagar

YEAR AT A GLANCE - COMPANY PERFORMANCE

Let me turn my attention now to the performance of the 

year gone by.

We witnessed good performance in Fiscal 2020-21 

inspite of disruptions caused by the Covid-19 pandemic. 

The Gear business continued to witness positive 

performance on the back of modest order inflows and 

favourable product mix. In Material Handling business, 

we are focusing on closure of projects which were 

progressing slow due to various reasons of end-

customer or contractors. We are more looking to 

product based rather than turnkey projects in coming 

years. 

On a business front, Elecon's gear business continued to 

gain traction from the customers and it reported robust 

growth in sales for the full year. During the fiscal, the 

Company booked orders worth of ` 565 Crores which 

translates to an order backlog of ` 248 Crores for 

execution in the near to medium term. The performance 

in the MHE business was sluggish as we continued to 

exit from loss making EPC projects and focus more on 

products business. We closed orders worth ` 134 

Crores in the MHE division during the fiscal year and the 

pending order book for MHE business now stands at 

` 63 Crores.

thAs on 30  June, 2021, for Gear Business, pending 

orders stands at ̀  385.85 crores and for MHE business, 

it stands at ̀  79.59 crores. 

Despite challenging external environment, our focus on 

revamping internal processes and strategy resulted in 

sustained performance. At the Company level, we 

continued to focus on reducing our debt and customer 

receivable and improving overall operational efficiency. 

We paid special attention to profitability of the orders we 

procure, commercial payment terms, working capital, 

management of inventory receivables and growing our 

export business. All these measures have yielded 

positive results and put us in a strong position to take 

advantage of the upturn in the economy. We are 

confident of improved performance going forward on 

the back of revival in demand scenario and refined 

internal processes and strategy.


